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ABSTRACT: Sentiment analysis, a popular area of research in natural language processing, has received considerable 

attention from researchers, resulting in an increasing number of research papers. Although there are many literature 

reviews on sentiment analysis techniques and applications, there is a lack of surveys dedicated to tracking the 

development of research methods and topics in this area. Furthermore, only a few surveys have used keyword co-

occurrence analysis in the context of sentiment analysis. The aim of this study is therefore to fill this gap by conducting 

a survey that focuses on the development of research methods and topics in sentiment analysis. Using a community 

detection algorithm together with keyword co-occurrence analysis, this survey not only compares and analyzes the 

relationships between research methods and topics over the past two decades, but also identifies emerging trends and 

hotspots and provides valuable guidance to researchers. Additionally, this paper offers practical insights into sentiment 

analysis methods and topics, while highlighting technical directions, limitations, and future research opportunities. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The long-term viability of businesses largely depends on their ability to satisfy client demands. In fact, the purpose of 

customer satisfaction is to develop brand equity, which is a crucial aspect of a company's long-term viability [1]. As a 

result, several businesses are spending astronomical amounts on marketing research to gain knowledge about customer 

preferences and wants. To build effective branding and positioning strategies, it is essential to understand how 

customers perceive the goods they buy based on this data. Today's commercial environment is much more complicated 

and the interests of other actors create a dynamic environment [2]. This dynamism of the current business environment 

makes organizations more dependent on an early change detection system in order to respond appropriately [3]. 

However, businesses need resources and time to adapt to the changing environment in which they will face risks and 

dangers that threaten their security and viability. When pursuing common goals and interests, companies should build 

complementary, synergistic, interactive and goal-oriented actions [4]. 

 

In light of this, competitive research – also known as competitive analysis – is a method of finding out how well a 

business and its goods or services are doing compared to other organizations that provide comparable products or 

services in the market. Understanding how customers feel about their competitors and why is one of the most important 

parts of a successful strategic competitive study. This will help determine the true strengths and limits across different 

business drivers. This means conducting market research to obtain information for commercial purposes. Using text 

analytics to perform sentiment analysis is one of the best approaches to achieving this goal. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

Authors Techniques Used Classes  Additional 

Information 

Pham and Le 

[1] 

RNN based multilayer architecture Keyboard, 

Tools 

 Their approach is used for 

analysing 174615 reviews of 1768 

hotels from tripadvisor.com. 

Parimala et 

al. [2] 

LSTM framework Keyboard, 

Tools 

 They propose a risk assessment 

sentiment analysis (RASA) 

algorithm. 

Li et al. [3] Unsupervised and Supervised learning Keyboard, Tools  Their approach performs very 

well in identifying emotions in 

a social context. 

Hassan and 
Mahmood [4] 

CNN and RNN frameworks Keyboard, Tools  The result shows that the approach 

is capable of increasing 

classification efficiency 

significantly. 

Jongeling et al. 

[5] 

SentiStrength, NLTK, Stanford. Keyboard, 

Tools 

 The authors found that none of 

these tools correspond to 

manual labelling well. 

Rani and 

Singh [6] 

SVM Keyboard, 

Tools 

 Extracting features through an 
implementation of TF-IDF 

approach, the sentiments are 
identified using two SVM models. 

Jagdale et 
al.[7] 

 Machine Learning  Not specified  To classify reviews that are positive 

and negative.  

Gupta and Joshi 

[8] 

SentiWordNet (SWN)-based 

feature vectors and SVM classifier. 

Keyboard, 

Tools 

For sentiment analysis on a Twitter 

dataset.  

 

 

III. METHOLOGY 

 

3.1 REVIEW PLANING 
 

              If the subject under investigation has not been thoroughly researched by others, scoping reviews offer a 

systematic approach to a broad topic and identify research gaps. Systematic reviews will often follow a scoping review 

to assess the quality and accuracy of the available evidence [8,9]. This scoping study aimed to assess the level of AI-

based sentiment analysis in current competitive research. All current relevant literature has been studied with utmost 

seriousness for our investigation. The Scopus database, structured research questions (RQs), and information gathering 

and analysis techniques were used extensively in the review process. In order to thoroughly evaluate research subjects, 

a specific subset of mandatory reporting elements was selected for scoping review. These are the RQ specs: 
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            RQ1: How is the current state of research? 

            RQ2: What is the development of the major AI-based sentiment analysis approaches?  

            RQ3: What are the difficulties and prospects of AI-based sentiment analysis in competitive research? 

 

3.2 RESEARCH STRATEGY 
 

A literature survey was conducted between 2012 and 2022 to analyze the applications, approaches and future of AI-

based sentiment analysis. Sources from Scopus were monitored throughout the investigation. Relevant databases have 

been evaluated to ensure the accuracy of the information provided here. However, not all outstanding literary works 

were included in the search criteria for various reasons. A total of 133 Scopus results were examined until December 

26, 2022. A total of 43 were considered significant. The domain of study and research subjects influenced the way the 

search string was created. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were proposed and key terminology was identified to select 

relevant papers for review. 

 

3.3 DATA COLLECTION AND PRE-PROCESING 
 

SemEval-2014 restaurant review datasets [32], Sentiment140 [16] and STS-Gold [42] were used to assess the proposed 

model and compare it with recent state-of-the-art methods. The Te SemEval-2014 restaurant review dataset contains 

3000 training reviews and 800 entry test reviews. All reviews in this dataset have at least one aspect term annotated. 

Sentiment140 is a Twitter dataset with 1.6 million annotated tweets (0 is negative, 2 is neutral, 4 is positive). The STS-

Gold dataset contains 2026 tweets with their ID and polarity. 

 

          Data were preprocessed before sentiment analysis (Naseem et al. 2021). We have implemented a basic data 

cleaning process as follows: 

 

1. Capitalization to prevent the same word from being recognized as different words due to capitalization. 

 

2. Removal of hashtags (#topic) mentioned usernames (@username) and all links that begin with "www", "http" 

and "https". Removal of stop words and short words (less than two characters). Stop words are mostly very 

common in the text, but hardly contain any polarity of sentiment. However, in sentiment analysis, "no" and 

"not" should not be given as stop words, because removing these negations would change the actual meaning 

of entire sentences. 

 

3. Restriction of repeating characters from some words. Some users will write repeated characters to express 

their strong emotions, so these words that are not in the lexicons should be converted to the corresponding 

correct words. For example: "sooooo goooood" becomes "so good". 

 

4. Expanding contractions in tweets like "isn't" or "don't" because they become nonsense letters or words when 

punctuation is removed. Therefore, all contractions in tweets are expanded into their formal forms, such as 

"isn't" becoming "is not". 

  

IV. LIMITATION 

 
1. we only studied articles written in English and searched for them from the Web of Science platform. We believed that 

there are various articles in other languages or any other databases (e.g., Sci-hub, Scopus, PubMed, etc.) that also include 

sentiment analysis, but were not included in our study. In addition, the keywords we chose to search the Web of Science 

were mainly “sentiment analysis”, “sentiment mining” and “sentiment classification”. There may be articles related to 

our research topic that do not have these keywords. In order to track developments in sentiment analysis research, future 

studies could replicate this work using more precise keywords and using different literature databases. 

 

2. Second, we selected the main keywords with high frequency for analysis, and some important keywords with low 

frequency could be ignored. In future work, we can analyze the changes in each keyword in detail in terms of time and 

thus obtain more comprehensive analysis results. 
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V. FUTURE SCOPE 

The paper aims to accurately perform sentiment analysis from the point of view of a consumer review summarization 

model for capitalists. We have outlined several research issues and possible solutions to the problems encountered 

when conducting sentiment analysis for raw online reviews. Using the hybrid feature extraction method proposed in 

this paper, the input pre-processed reviews can be transformed into meaningful feature vectors, enabling efficient, 

reliable, and robust sentiment analysis. The results show that compared to individual methodologies; the hybrid 

approach significantly improves sentiment analysis performance. We also compared the performance of the proposed 

model with recent state-of-the-art methods for F-1 measurement, accuracy, precision, recall, and AUC evaluation. All 

five evaluation parameters were found to be significantly improved The HFV+LSTM model’s future directions include 

(1) applying sentiment classification results to extend the proposed model for consumer review summarization, 

 
 

 
 

 
(2) investigating the proposed model’s performance using diverse datasets,and 

 

 
 

 

(3) exploring more NLP techniques to make the model language independent 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

One of the most important elements of good strategic competitive research is understanding the perceptions of 

competitors and their reasons. This will help identify the true strengths and weaknesses of different parts of the 

business. This includes conducting market research to obtain data for business use. One of the best ways to achieve this 

goal is to use text analytics to perform sentiment analysis. Sentiment analysis creates a report by comparing how 
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consumers perceive a brand's products or services to those of its competitors. Brands can use this insightful data to 

positively differentiate themselves from the competition. Businesses are starting to use AI-based sentiment analysis as a 

key tool. It helps to better understand customer perspectives. It is also useful for understanding the thoughts and 

feelings of employees. 

 

Most of the time it is used to understand customer reviews, service issue severity, social media references, etc. It could 

be argued that sentiment analysis will soon be used to explore people's feelings more deeply. It will help computers 

better understand the emotions expressed in messages, comments and feedback. Companies will thus be able to better 

personalize their responses. The aim of this study was to review the literature on AI-based sentiment analysis to help 

new researchers stay abreast of advances in the field and provide suggestions for improving the quality of future 

research. 
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